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1. How to 
use this 
guide 

1.1 This is an easy read community guide that explains the 
development plan system in Wales. 

1.2  The guide has been prepared by Welsh Government (WG) 
and Planning Aid Wales (PAW) to help you understand: 

● The development plan system 
● How plans are prepared, and 
● When you can engage in the process 

1.3  The development plan system can seem confusing and 
this guide is not going to cover every situation.  However, it 
will provide a general overview and help explain the system 
to you including who to ask for further information and links to 
additional guidance and resources. 

1.4  The guide can be read as a whole or you may wish 
to focus on individual sections and the different types of 
development plan. 

1.5  Words in bold blue writing may be more difficult to 
understand.  You can check what the words mean in the 
glossary at the end of this guide. 

1.6    This guide replaces the previous Planning your 
Community: A guide to Local Development Plans (LDPs) 
published in July 2006. 
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3. List of Abbreviations 
AMR Annual Monitoring Report 

CJC Corporate Joint Committee 

DA Delivery Agreement 

HRA Habitats Regulation Assessment 

LDP Local Development Plan 

LDPL Local Development Plan `Lite` 

LPA Local Planning Authority 

PAW Planning Aid Wales 

PCPA Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended) 

PEDW Planning Environment Decisions Wales 

PPW Planning Policy Wales 

RR Review Report 

SA Sustainability Appraisal 

SEA Strategic Environmental Assessment 

SDP Strategic Development Plan 

TAN Technical Advice Note 

WG Welsh Government 
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4. Introduction to the 
Development Plan System 
in Wales 

4.1  Have you ever said to yourself? 

● “How can I have a say on what happens locally?” 

● “I wonder what might be built there in future” 

● “I did not realise housing could be built there!” 

4.2  If you have asked yourself any of these questions, then this easy read guide will help 
explain the development plan system and how you can get involved.  By getting involved you 
will be helping to shape your community by planning now for the future. 
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What is a Development Plan? 
4.3  The planning system in Wales is development plan-led, which means that development 
plans will be very important when making planning decisions.  Once a development plan 
has been adopted, decisions on planning applications will be made in accordance with the 
development plan.  The development plan provides a measure of certainty about what kind of 
development will and will not be permitted at different locations over the plan period. 

4.4  The development plan system in Wales is made up of three tiers (see 4.7 and 4.10 below). 
with plans prepared at national, regional and local levels.  This means that the ‘development 
plan’ for an area will eventually be made up of each of these three plans. 

4.5  This guide will focus on development plans prepared at regional and local levels.  These 
plans are prepared by Local Planning Authorities and Corporate Joint Committees and are 
more detailed in nature and will contain policies, proposals and land allocations that will directly 
shape your community now and in the future. 

4.6  The purpose of regional and local development plans is discussed separately later in this 
guide but their main role is to provide a policy framework that: 

● Identifies the scale of growth including the number of homes and jobs 

● Sets out the spatial strategy and locations for future development      

● Allocates land for new development including housing and employment sites 

● Identifies new infrastructure provision including roads and schools 

● Identifies land for protection from development 

● Ensures good design and place making 

A key aim of the development plan system in Wales is to ensure that development plans 
are based on early and effective community engagement and involvement. 

To be effective, a development plan needs to be based upon a broad consensus on the 
spatial strategy and the policies and proposals contained within it. 

Effective communication between the Local Planning Authority and the local community 
is crucial to achieving this. 
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What are the Three Tiers that make up 
the Development Plan System in Wales? 
4.7  The three tiers that make up the development plan system are: 

Future Wales: The National Plan 2040 

This plan is the highest tier of development plan and is TIER 1: 
prepared by the Welsh Government.  The plan focuses on NATIONAL solutions to issues and challenges at a national level.  Future 
Wales was published in February 2021 and forms part of the 
development plan for the whole of Wales. 

Strategic Development Plans (SDPs) 

The framework of the national plan will be built on by 
TIER 2 Strategic Development Plans (SDPs) prepared by Corporate 

Joint Committees (CJCs) at a regional level.  The plans REGIONAL 
will focus on issues that cross Local Planning Authority 
boundaries and will look at how people in each of the four 
regions in Wales go about their day-to-day lives from working 
and commuting patterns to shopping and leisure activities. 

Local Development Plans (LDPs) and Local Development 
Plan ‘Lites’ (LDPLs) 

TIER 3 
The framework of national and regional plans will be built LOCAL on by Local Development Plans (LDPs) prepared by Local 
Planning Authorities. LDPs will focus on issues, policies 
and proposals in each authority area across Wales.  Local 
Development Plan ‘Lites’ (LDPLs) will be prepared following 
adoption of an SDP and this plan will be shorter and more 
focussed in nature as the scale and location of growth will 
already be set in the adopted SDP for each LPA area. 

4.8  It is important to emphasise that until an SDP is adopted, Local Planning Authorities will 
continue to prepare and review their LDPs. Only once an SDP is adopted can authorities begin 
to prepare an LDP ‘Lite’.  The difference between both local development plans is set out later in 
this guide. 

4.9 At the time of publishing this guide, the development plan for an area is made-up of 
two separate plans: (1) Future Wales: the National Plan 2040 and (2) LDPs.  This will be the 
position until such time as an SDP is adopted (currently anticipated from 2027/2028) and will be 
followed by LDPLs (currently anticipated from 2029/2030).  Whilst no SDPs or LDPLs have been 
prepared to date, this position will change moving forward.  As more development plans are 
prepared, this guide will help explain the preparation processes and how you can and should 
engage with it. 
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What is General Conformity and why 
is it important? 
4.10  It is a requirement in law that a development plan has to be in general conformity 
with the adopted plan(s) in the tier or tiers above it (see Diagram 1). This means that when a 
development plan is being prepared it must support the general principles of the adopted upper 
tier plan including the spatial strategy and scale and location of growth. For this reason, it is 
important that communities and their representatives are engaged and make respresentations (if 
appropriate) at all tiers in the planning system. 

● Example 1: When an SDP is being prepared, the plan must be in general conformity with 
the upper tier plan, which is Future Wales: the National Plan 2040. 

● Example 2: Once an SDP is adopted then a LDPL can be prepared.  A LDPL must be in 
general conformity with the upper tier plan, which is an SDP for the region and Future Wales: 
the National Plan 2040. 

● Example 3: Until such time as an SDP is adopted, authorities’ are currently preparing LDPs. 
A LDP must be in general conformity with the upper tier plan, which is currently Future Wales: 
the National Plan 2040. 

Diagram 1: The Tiers of Development Plans in Wales and General Conformity 

Future 
Wales: the 

National 
Plan 2040 

Tier 1 

Strategic 
Development 

Plans 

Local 
Development 

Plan Lites 

Local 
Development 

Plans 

Tier 2 

Tier 3 
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5. Legislation, Policy and 
Guidance: Overview, 
Useful Links and Resources 

5.1  When preparing a development plan there is a lot of legislation, policy and guidance 
that must be followed by LPAs and CJCs. This section explains some of these and provides 
a useful sign post to other policy documents and guidance that may be of interest to you. 
For the purposes of this guide, only key legislation, policy and guidance that underpins the 
preparation of development plans has been identified.  There will be others and updates to 
what is already existing once this guide is published.  If you wish to find out more you should 
contact the planning team responsible for preparing the development plan.  A list of useful 
contacts has been provided in Section 11 of this guide. 

5.2  There is a suite of documents that aim to deliver sustainable development through the 
planning system and this includes the preparation of development plans.  The key legislation, 
policy and guidance that is specific to development plans is explained in the following table: 10 
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National 
Policy 

Development
 Plans Guidance 

and SPG 

The 
Development 

Plan 
Future Wales: the 

National Plan 2040 
Regional & Local Development Plans 

SDPs, LDPs, LDPLs 

Well being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 

Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended) 
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Table 1: Key Legislation, Policy and Guidance for Development Plans 

Primary Legislation 
Well being of Future Planning & Compulsory Purchase Environment 

Generations (Wales) Act 2015 Act 2004 (as amended) (Wales) Act 2016 
Legislation 

Secondary Legislation 
SDP & LDP Habitats Regulations Strategic Environmental Assessment 

Regulations Assessment (HRA) (SEA) Regulations 

Strategic Development Local Supplementary Plans Manual Development Planning Guidance & To be prepared by Welsh Plans Manual Place Plans Government 

Primary Legislation 

Planning Policy Wales (PPW) Well being Plans Technial Advice Notes Local/regional Strategies, Circulars Plans and Evidence Ministerial Letters 

Primary 
Legislation 

Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 

5.3  The Act influences all three tiers of 
development plans and places a duty on public 
bodies to carry out sustainable development, 
which means improving the economic, social, 
environmental and cultural well-being of 
Wales by taking action, in accordance with the 
sustainable development principle, aimed at 
achieving the seven well-being goals. Each public 
body, which includes the plan-making bodies of 
Welsh Government, CJCs and Local Planning 
Authorities, is required to set their own objectives 
that maximise contribution to the seven goals and 
to then take all reasonable steps to meet these 
objectives. 

5.4  To demonstrate that they have acted in 
accordance with the sustainable development 
principle (meeting the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs), public bodies must 
also take account of the five ways of working. 
The five ways of working are listed below with 11further information contained in Chapter 3 of the 
Development Plans Manual. 

Diagram 2: Well-being Goals 
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The five ways of working: 

1. Long term thinking: Taking account of how what we do now may affect communities and 
services in the future. 

2. Prevention: Acting to prevent problems occurring or getting worse. 

3. Integration: Consider how the well-being objectives contribute to the well-being goals and 
affect the objectives of public bodies. 

4. Collaboration: Working with others to meet the well-being objectives. 

5. Involvement: Involve people in achieving the well-being goals and ensure that those 
people reflect the diversity of communities. 

5.5 The Future Generations Commissioner has identifed land use planning and placemaking 
as a priority area. Further information can be found at: 
https://www.futuregenerations.wales/priority_areas/planning/ 

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act (PCPA) 2004 (as amended) 

5.6  The PCPA 2004 (as amended) makes provision for the new tiers of development plans and 
contains powers to prepare, publish and review these plans. 

The PCPA refers to Future Wales: the National Plan 2040 as the National Development 
Framework (NDF).  Both names refer to the same development plan.  For the purposes of this 
guide, the plan will be referred to as Future Wales: the National Plan 2040. 

Sustainability Appraisal (SA), Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Habitats 
Regulation Assessment (HRA) 

5.7  It is a requirement for all development plans to be supported by a Sustainability Appraisal 
(SA), Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA). 
The SA/SEA and HRA will look at the effects of the plan on the environment, social, economic 
and cultural well-being, as well as the use of the Welsh language.  The procedure set out in 
regulations has to be followed for the development plan to be adopted. 

5.8  The SA/SEA and HRA are fully integrated into the plan making process from the early 
stages of plan preparation.  You will have the opportunity to comment on these documents at 
the formal consultation stages, which are explained later in this guide.  Further information on 
the SA/SEA and HRA is contained in Chapter 4 of the Development Plans Manual. 
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Town and Country Panning (Strategic Development Plan) (Wales) Regulations 2021 

Town and Country Planning (Local Development Plan (Wales) Regulations 2005 (as amended) 

Development Plans Manual 

Strategic Development Plans Manual; to be 
prepared by Welsh Government 
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Secondary Legislation 
Secondary 
Legislation 

Town and Country Planning (Strategic Development Plan) (Wales) Regulations 2021 

5.9  The regulations set out the process for SDPs to be prepared in each of the four regons 
across Wales by CJCs and can be viewed here. 

Town and Country Planning (Local Development Plan) (Wales) Regulations 2005 (as 
amended) 

5.10  The regulations set out the process for LDPs to be prepared across Wales by Local 
Planning Authorities either individually or jointly by two or more authorities.  The original 
regulations were published in 2005 and can be viewed here and should be read alongside the 
update published in 2015 here. 

National Planning Policy 
Latest edition of Planning Policy Wales (PPW) 

National 
Planning Policy 

5.11  All development plans must be prepared in accordance with national planning policy 
contained in Planning Policy Wales (PPW) with the latest edition available to view here. 

Development Plan Guidance 
Development 

Plans Guidance 

Development Plans Manual 

5.12  The Development Plans Manual is a guidance document produced by the Welsh 
Government to assist in the preparation, monitoring and review of LDPs and is available to view 
here. 

SDP Manual 

5.13  The SDP Manual will be a new guidance document produced by the Welsh Government to 
assist in the preparation, monitoring and review of SDPs and is anticipated for publication end of 
2022. 

Whilst both guidance documents are intended for use by planning officers and other 
specialists, they remain a very useful source of information for communities and contain a lot 
of helpful information outside the scope of this guide. 13 

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2021-02/planning-policy-wales-edition-11_0.pdf
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2020-03/development-plans-manual-edition-3-march-2020.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/wsi/2021/360/made
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/wsi/2005/2839/contents/made
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/wsi/2015/1598/contents/made


 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

6. Future Wales: The 
National Plan 2040 

6.1  Future Wales: the National Plan 2040 was published by the Welsh Government in February 
2021 and is the highest tier of development plan in Wales.  Future Wales and other helpful 
resources such as an easy read guide and frequently asked questions can be accessed here. 

What is Future Wales: the National Plan 2040? 
6.2  Future Wales sets out the framework for planning the change and development needed 
in Wales over the next twenty years.  The framework is supported by 11 Outcomes that act as 
a statement on where we, the Welsh Government, want to be in twenty years’ time to ensure 
quality development is located in the right places and for the right reasons. 
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6.3  Every five years, the Welsh Government will prepare and publish a review of Future Wales 
and set out progress on delivering the 11 Outcomes.  All lower tier development plans have to be 
in general conformity with Future Wales.  The plan will guide planning decisions in your local 
community on things like: 

● Housing 
● Roads, railways and cycle tracks 
● Public transport 
● Health facilities 
● Energy supplies 
● Decarbonisation 
● Renewable energy 
● Internet 
● All other services people need on a day-to-day basis 

How will Future Wales: The National Plan 2040 
shape the lower tier development plans? 
6.4  Future Wales identifies three National Growth Areas where there will be a focus on 
promoting strategic housing and employment opportunities and investment in infrastructure. 
Outside of the national and regional growth areas the focus should be to meet local need for 
development. These National Growth Areas will be supported by growth and development 
in the three Regional Growth Areas. These areas contain important centres for things like 
employment, services, shops and tourism.  Both the National and Regional Growth Areas will 
inform the preparation of the lower tier development plans. 

National Growth Areas: Regional Growth Areas: 

1. Cardiff, Newport and the Valleys 1. The South West 
2. Swansea Bay and Llanelli 2. Mid Wales 
3. Wrexham and Deeside 3. The North 

6.5  Future Wales: the National Plan 2040 separates the whole of Wales into four regions and 
each region has been identified through its own distinct challenges and opportunities.  These 
challenges and opportunities will be explored further as each of the four regions prepare an 
SDP on issues that cross Local Planning Authority boundaries.  These issues will include 
identifying areas for future growth, housing demand, economic development, transport and 
Green Infrastructure. An SDP will be prepared in each of the following four regions and cover 
the Local Planning Authorities of: 

1. The North: 
Anglesey, Conwy, Denbighshire, Flintshire, Gwynedd, Snowdonia and Wrexham 

2. Mid Wales: 
Brecon Beacons (part), Ceredigion and Powys 

3. The South West: 
Brecon Beacons (part), Carmarthenshire, Neath Port Talbot, Pembrokeshire, 
Pembrokeshire Coast and Swansea 

4. The South East: 
Blaenau Gwent, Brecon Beacons (part), Bridgend, Caerphilly, Cardiff, Merthyr Tydfil, 
Monmouthshire, Newport, Rhondda Cynon Taf, Torfaen and Vale of Glamorgan 15 
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Diagram 3: The Four Strategic Development Plan Regions in Wales 
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7. Strategic
Development Plans
(SDPs) 

7.1  As we move towards a strategic approach to planning, you will begin to see the 
preparation of SDPs, by CJCs, in each of the four regions across Wales as set out in Diagram 
3.  It is anticipated that work on SDPs will start in 2022 and should take around five years to 
prepare. 

What is a Strategic Development Plan? 
7.2  An SDP will set out strategic proposals and land-use policies for the future development 
of land over a minimum 20-year period. An SDP will be prepared to cover each of the four 
regions. By covering an area greater than individual Local Planning Authorities, the SDP 
can improve how the planning system addresses issues that cross authority boundaries and 
more accurately reflects how people and communities live their day-to-day lives now and in 17the future. 
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7.3  The SDP will consider the following strategic issues relevant to the region. It is important 
that you engage in the SDP, even if it does not directly affect you. 

- The scale and location of housing and employment growth 
- Strategic housing and employment development sites and their placemaking principles 
- Strategic Green Infrastructure routes 
- Transport infrastructure 
- A co-ordinated approach to environmental designations, energy, minerals and waste. 
- Individual LPA spatial strategies to provide the framework for and enable the 
preparation of LDPLs once the SDP is adopted. 

What are the Main Stages in the SDP 
Process and how can I get Involved? 
7.4  Much has been learnt to date by Local Planning Authorities and communities from the 
LDP process.  This process will be broadly the same for the preparation of SDPs with the only 
key difference being one of scale as an SDP will cover a larger geographical area.  The SDP 
preparation process will have the same key stages and opportunities for public engagement 
and consultation as the LDP process. 

7.5  The main stages in the SDP process and when you can get involved is set out in the 
diagram below: 

Diagram 4: Key Stages in the SDP Process 

7.6  The SDP process will involve a large amount of public engagement and consultation to 
help shape and influence the plan from the early stages. 
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Whilst the SDP will focus on strategic issues, topics and places that maybe outside your 
community and Local Planning Authority area, it remains important for you to engage in 
the process because the content of the SDP will directly shape and influence the content 
of the lower tier LDPLs.   Not all places will be mentioned in an SDP as the plan will focus 
on areas of change.  If your community or local area is not identified then it still remains 
important for you to engage in the process. 

7.7  This guide will now take the key stages in Diagram 4 and briefly explain each stage and how 
you can engage: 

The Delivery Agreement 

What is this stage? 

7.8  Each CJC will prepare a Delivery Agreement (DA) at the start of the plan preparation 
process.  The DA is made up of two parts: 

1. A timetable for SDP preparation 
2. A Community Involvement Scheme (CIS) 

7.9  The DA is an important document as it sets out the timetable for plan preparation and 
identifies who can engage in the process, at what stage and the methods of consultation.  It also 
explains how responses to consultations on the plan will be considered and the feedback you 
will receive and how this can be accessed. 

How can I engage? 

7.10  It is important that you familiarise yourself with the DA and keep up-to-date on any 
amendments.  You may wish to register your interest with the CJC so that you can be added to 
the consultation database and kept up-to-date on plan progress.  The DA will be made available 
for inspection by the CJC on its website and principal office(s). The types of engagement 
methods used will be for the CJC to determine. Generally, this will include things such as public 
forums, local meetings and exhibitions, drop in sessions, focus groups, newsletters, leaflets and 
posters and web based engagement methods (E.g. Facebook, Twitter). 

Preferred Strategy Consultation 

What is this stage? 

7.11  The Preferred Strategy and supporting evidence, which includes the initial SA/SEA and 
HRA (where relevant), will be available for public consultation for a minimum of 6 weeks. 

7.12  The Preferred Strategy should set out the: 
● Current issues, vision and objectives 
● Preferred population, housing and job growth 
● Strategic growth options 
● Broad spatial regional strategy 
● Strategic sites and/or areas for development (where appropriate) 
● Strategic land-use and topic based policies 
● The Preferred Strategy will be supported by a number of evidence base documents 
including the sites / areas put forward for development in the Candidate Strategic Locations 19and Sites Register 
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How can I engage? 

This is an important stage for you and your community.  This will be your opportunity to put 
forward your views to the CJC and influence the plan they produce early in the process.  It is 
important that you submit any comments within the consultation deadline set by the CJC. 

7.13  As part of the consultation, you will be able to comment on the Preferred Strategy and 
supporting evidence.  Full details of the consultation will be published in a Statement of Pre-
Deposit Matters. This will be available to view in hard copy at the principal office, the principal 
office of any Local Planning Authority in the CJC region and at other locations specified in the 
DA and on the CJCs website. 

7.14  If you submit a response to the Preferred Strategy consultation this will be included in the 
CJCs Initial Consultation Report.  The report will include the main issues raised and how they 
will influence the plan moving forward.  The report will be made publically available as soon as 
possible after the Preferred Strategy consultation ends. 

Deposit Plan Consultation 

What is this stage? 

7.15  The Deposit plan is a full draft of the SDP and is the plan considered ‘sound’ by the CJC. 
The plan and its supporting evidence, which includes the full SA/SEA and HRA will be available 
for public consultation for a minimum of 6 weeks. 

7.16  The Deposit plan should set out the: 

● Issues, vision and objectives 
● Final spatial strategy and sub strategies for each LPA within the region. 
● The scale of population, housing and job growth in the region and each LPA 
● Strategic sites and allocations 
● Strategic policies for a range of topic areas including housing and employment provision, 
retail, transport, environmental designations, energy, minerals and waste  
● Monitoring framework 
● Proposals map 
● The Deposit plan will be supported by a number of evidence base documents including a 
full assessment and justification of strategic locations / sites put forward for development in 
the Candidate Strategic Locations and Sites Register 

How can I engage? 

7.17  During the consultation, you will be able to comment on the Deposit plan and supporting 
evidence.  Full details of the consultation will be published in a Statement of Deposit Matters. 
The statement will be available to view at the principal office(s) and on the CJCs website. 

7.18  The plan and its supporting evidence will also be available to view at the CJCs principal 
office(s), the principal office of any Local Planning Authority in the CJC region and on its website. 
Other copies may be available at locations set out in the DA. 

7.19  If you wish to submit comments to the CJC on the Deposit plan then your comments must 
be submitted within the consultation deadline to be considered ‘duly made’.  These comments 
are called representations and a standard form will be available from the CJC to assist with any 
representations you wish to make.  All ‘duly made’ representations to the Deposit plan will be 
considered by the CJC in an update to the Consultation Report from the Preferred Strategy 20 
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stage. A duly made representation is one submitted within the required timescales and relates 
directly to policies and proposals contained within the development plan subject to consultation. 
The report will be made publicly available as soon as possible after the Deposit consultation 
ends and will form part of the submission documents (listed in Chapter 6 of the Development 
Plans Manual) for examination. 

7.20  A copy of all representations will be available to view at the same Preferred Strategy 
locations and on the CJCs website.  Following the Deposit consultation, any changes made to the 
plan is a matter for the independent Inspector to consider when the plan is tested at examination. 

Public Examination            

What is this stage? 

7.21  Once the formal consultations are over, the plan and its supporting evidence will be 
submitted for public examination.  An Inspector(s) will be appointed on behalf of Welsh Ministers 
to carry out an independent examination into the plan.  The examination will assess if the plan 
preparation requirements have been met and if the SDP meets the three tests of ‘soundness’ 
set out in Chapter 6 the Development Plans Manual. 

7.22  The examination will consist of oral hearing sessions which is a round-table public 
discussion on the matters and issues identified by the Inspector(s) from their reading of the 
submission documents and your representations.  The examination will ensure that the plan is 
based on ‘sound’ information and thinking and that all concerns have been considered. 

How can I engage? 

7.23  When the SDP is submitted for public examination this will be publicised by the CJC. 
The submission documents will be sent to the Inspector(s) and this will include the updated 
Consultation Report and any representations you made to the Deposit plan.  The submission 
documents will be available to view at the CJCs principal office(s), the principal office of any 
Local Planning Authority in the CJC region and on its website.  Other copies may be available at 
locations set out in the DA. 

7.24  Based on the Inspector(s) reading of the submitted evidence and representations, the 
Inspector(s) will decide what issues will be discussed at the examination and how they will 
be heard.  The examination hearing sessions can last around several weeks or more.  Further 
information on the submission of the plan and examination procedure is available to view here 
by Planning Environment Decisions Wales (PEDW). 

7.25  At least six weeks before the examination begins you will be contacted by the 
examination’s Programme Officer and asked if you wish to participate.  You may only participate 
if you submitted a ‘duly made’ representation to the Deposit plan consultation.  If you decide 
to participate in a hearing session(s), you can chose whether to rely on a written statement in 
response to the Inspector(s) questions and / or discuss the issues orally at the hearing sessions. 
Both methods carry equal weight.  It is important to emphasise that you can still attend the 
examination and listen to proceedings even if you are not taking part. 

7.26  The examination website will contain all the information you need on the examination. It is 
important that you keep up-to-date on the examination process to monitor progress and the 
latest updates. 
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Inspectors Report and adoption 

What is this stage? 

7.27  At the end of the examination hearing sessions, the Inspector(s) will prepare a report on 
the ‘soundness’ of the submitted plan.  The report will include any changes to the SDP and the 
reason for these changes.  The findings in the Inspectors Report will be binding on the CJC who 
must make the changes recommended.  The CJC will hold a vote to accept the changes and 
adopt the SDP within 8 weeks of receiving the Inspectors Report. 

How can I engage? 

7.28  The Inspectors Report will be available for you to view on the CJCs website and at 
locations specified in the DA.  The CJC will also publicise the adoption of the SDP in an adoption 
statement, which will clearly set out the date the plan was adopted. Copies of the adopted SDP, 
the adoption statement and the SA Report will be available to view at the Deposit plan locations 
and on the CJCs website. 

7.29  If you feel dissatisfied by the plan process, you have six weeks from the date of adoption to 
make a legal challenge to the High Court.  Any legal challenge must be on the plan procedure 
and not the content of the plan. The SDP will take effect on the day it is adopted and will form 
part of the development plan for the area and will be used to determine planning applications 
in the region. 

Monitoring and Review 

What is this stage? 

7.30  Once the SDP is adopted, the CJC will use the plans monitoring framework and begin 
to observe the effects of the plan in meeting its objectives.  All of the monitoring information is 
contained within the CJCs Annual Monitoring Report (AMR).  AMRs must be published by 31st 
October each year following the plans adoption and should also be submitted to the Welsh 
Government. 

7.31  The AMR will assess the: 

● Delivery of the plans strategy 
● Implementation of strategic policies 
● Development of strategic allocations 
● Infrastructure delivery 
● Any further actions, if necessary 

7.32  The SDP must be reviewed by the CJC at least every six years from the date the plan was 
adopted. This review can take place sooner and will depend on lots of things including the 
findings in the AMR.  After a review of the plan has been triggered, the CJC will prepare a 
Review Report (RR).  The report will set out what is working well and the issues that will need to 
be addressed when a new SDP is prepared. 

How can I engage? 

7.33  Key groups affected by the SDP may be invited to comment on recent changes in the area 
recorded as part of the AMR and RR.  Keeping up-to-date with both of these documents will 
help you understand what is working well or not and what the CJC will be doing to address any 
issues.  When the CJC has published its RR and submitted this to the Welsh Government, then 
a new DA will be prepared usually within 6 months. When the DA has been agreed the plan 
preparation process starts again for a new replacement SDP. 22 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

8. Local 
Development Plan
Lites (LDPLs) 

8.1  Once an SDP is adopted, the Local Planning Authorities within the region can begin work 
on the preparation of a LDPL.  These plans can be prepared on an individual basis or jointly 
by two or more authorities within the same region.  It is expected that they will take around 2 
years to prepare. 

What is a Local Development Plan Lite? 
8.2  The SDP will set out the strategic framework for the region and will include the spatial 
strategy and scale and location of housing and employment growth for each of the LPAs, 
and other land uses, as appropriate.  As this information is already set out in the SDP, there 
is no need for the spatial strategy and scale and location of housing and employment 23growth, for example, to be reassessed again during the preparation of LDPLs.  
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This is why it is important for you to engage fully in the SDP process as the SDP will 
directly impact on the content of the LDPL. 

8.3  The LDPL will be a simpler, shorter and more focussed development plan covering a 
minimum ten year period. The plan will identify smaller and more localised allocations in your 
authority area that will be set within the framework of the SDP.  The LDPL will also contain a 
number of policies used in the determination of local planning applications. 

What are the main stages in the LDPL 
process and how can I get involved? 

8.4  The LDPL process is very similar to the LDP preparation process set out in Chapter 9 of this 
guide.  However, there is one key difference: 

There will be no Preferred Strategy consultation during the LDPL preparation process so 
you will need to make your views known on key issues affecting your community as part of 
the SDP process.  The Preferred Strategy will be set as part of the SDP process. 

Diagram 5: Key Stages in the LDPL Process 

8.5  The remaining plan preparation stages in the LDPL process will duplicate the LDP process 
as set out in Diagram 6 and will begin with the Deposit plan consultation. 
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9. Local 
Development Plans
(LDPs) 

9.1  With no SDPs or LDPLs currently in place, you may be wondering how planning decisions 
are currently being determined at the local level?  For well over a decade, it has been a 
statutory requirement for Local Planning Authorities to prepare and review their Local 
Development Plans (LDPs), either on an individual basis or jointly by two or more authorities.  It 
is expected that LDPs are prepared and adopted in around 3 and a half years. 

What is a Local Development Plan? 
9.2  At the time of writing this guide, there is almost full LDP coverage across Wales with 
many authorities working on updating their plans through the preparation of replacement 
LDPs. 
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Until SDPs are adopted, work on replacement LDPs will continue in parallel with work 
on SDPs.  It is important that you keep up-to-date on plan progress in your area as you 
may need to engage with both plans at the same time. For example, an SDP may be at 
Preferred Strategy Stage whilst an LDP may be at a later stage of Deposit or Examination. 

You may wish to register your interest with the relevant plan-making body when work 
commences on an SDP (the CJC will be the plan-making body) and / or LDP (the LPA will 
be the plan-making body) in your area.  By registering an interest, you will be added to a 
mailing list that will ensure you are kept up-to-date on plan progress and will advise you who 
to contact if you have any queries or concerns.  When SDPs are adopted, shorter and more 
focussed LDPLs will be prepared as explained in Section 8. 

9.3  The LDP sets out an authority’s proposals and land-use policies for the future development 
of land in its area over a fifteen year period. The LDP will: 

● Contain a vision, aims and objectives 
● A spatial and growth strategy / settlement hierarchy 
● Shape and guide development proposals to sustainable locations and to deliver the scale 
and location of growth required over the plan period for a number of land uses including 
housing, employment, retail and others
● Contain key development management policies that are area, site and topic specific and 
will include policies on housing, transport, renewable energy, placemaking and design and 
local infrastructure 
● Provide the framework for more detailed Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) and 
Place Plans 

What are the Main Stages in the LDP 
Process and how can I get Involved? 
9.4  The main stages 
in the LDP process and 
when you can get involved 
is set out in the diagram 
opposite: 

Diagram 6: Key Stages in 
the LDP Process 
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The Delivery Agreement 

What is this stage? 

9.5  Each Local Planning Authority (LPA) will prepare a Delivery Agreement (DA) at the start of 
the plan preparation process.  The DA is made up of two parts: 

1.  A timetable for SDP preparation 
2.  A Community Involvement Scheme (CIS) 

9.6  The DA is important as it sets out the timetable for plan preparation and identifies who can 
engage in the process, at what stage and the methods of consultation.  The DA will also explain 
how responses to consultations on the plan will be considered and the feedback you will receive 
and how this can be accessed. 

How can I engage? 

9.7  It is important that you familiarise yourself with the DA and keep up-to-date with any 
amendments. You may wish to register your interest with the LPA so that you can be added to 
the consultation database and kept up-to-date on plan progress.  The DA will be made available 
for inspection by the LPA on its website and at the principal office(s). The types of engagement 
methods used will be for the LPA to determine. Generally, this will include things such as public 
forums, local meetings and exhibitions, drop in sessions, focus groups, newsletters, leaflets and 
posters and web based engagement methods (Facebook, Twitter). 

Preferred Strategy Consultation 

What is this stage? 

9.8  The Preferred Strategy and supporting evidence, which includes the initial SA/SEA and 
HRA (where relevant), will be available for public consultation for a minimum of 6 weeks. 

9.9  The Preferred Strategy should set out the: 

● Current issues, vision and objectives 
● Preferred population, housing and job growth 
● Strategic growth options 
● Broad spatial strategy 
● Key sites and/or areas for development (where appropriate) 
● Local land-use and topic based policies 
● The Preferred Strategy will be supported by a number of evidence base documents 
including the sites / areas put forward for development in the Candidate Sites Register 

How can I engage? 

This is an important stage for you and your community.  This will be your opportunity to put 
forward your views to the LPA and influence the plan they produce early in the process.  It is 
important that you submit any comments within the consultation deadline set by the LPA. 

9.10  As part of the consultation, you will be able to comment on the Preferred Strategy and 
supporting evidence.  Full details of the consultation will be published in a Statement of Pre-
Deposit Matters. This will be available to view in hard copy at the LPAs principal office(s) and at 27other locations specified in the DA and on the LPA‘s website. 
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9.11  If you submit a response to the Preferred Strategy consultation this will be included in the 
LPAs Initial Consultation Report.  The report will include the main issues raised as part of the 
consultation and how they will influence the plan moving forward.  The report will be made 
publically available as soon as possible after the Preferred Strategy consultation ends. 

The Deposit Plan Consultation 

What is this stage? 

9.12  The Deposit plan is a full draft of the LDP and is the plan considered ‘sound’ by the LPA 
and able to be adopted. The plan and its supporting evidence, which includes the full SA/SEA 
and HRA will be available for public consultation for a minimum of 6 weeks. 

9.13  The Deposit plan should set out the: 

● Issues, vision and objectives 
● Final spatial strategy 
● The scale of population, housing and job growth 
● Local sites and allocations 
● Local policies for a range of topic areas including housing, employment, retail, transport, 
environmental designations, energy, minerals and waste 
● Monitoring framework 
● Proposals map 
● The Deposit plan will be supported by a number of evidence base documents including 
a full assessment and justification of sites / areas put forward for development in the 
Candidate Sites Register 

How can I engage? 

9.14  During the consultation, you will be able to comment on the Deposit plan and supporting 
evidence.  Full details of the consultation will be published in a Statement of Deposit Matters. 
The statement will be available to view at the LPAs principal office(s) and on its website. 

9.15  The plan and its supporting evidence will also be available to view at the LPAs principal 
office(s) and on its website.  Other copies may be available at locations set out in the DA. 

9.16  If you wish to submit comments to the LPA on the Deposit plan then your comments must 
be submitted within the consultation deadline to be considered ‘duly made’.  These comments 
are called representations and a standard form will be available from the LPA to assist with any 
representations you wish to make.  All ‘duly made’ representations to the Deposit plan will be 
considered by the LPA in an update to the Consultation Report from the Preferred Strategy 
stage. A duly made representation is one submitted within the required timescales and relates 
directly to policies and proposals contained within the development plan subject to consultation. 
The report will be made publically available as soon as possible after the Deposit consultation 
ends and will form part of the submission documents (listed in Chapter 6 of the Development 
Plans Manual) for examination. 

9.17  A copy of all representations will be available to view at the same Preferred Strategy 
locations and on the LPAs website.  Following the Deposit consultation, any changes made 
to the plan is a matter for the independent Inspector to consider when the plan is tested at 
examination. 
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Public Examination 

What is this stage? 

9.18  Once the formal consultations are over, the plan and its supporting evidence will be 
submitted for public examination.  An Inspector(s) will be appointed on behalf of Welsh Ministers 
to carry out an independent examination into the plan.  The examination will assess if the plan 
preparation requirements have been met and if the LDP meets the three tests of ‘soundness’ 
set out in Chapter 6 the Development Plans Manual. 

9.19  The examination will consist of oral hearing sessions which is a round-table public 
discussion on the matters and issues identified by the Inspector(s) from their reading of the 
submission documents and your representations.  The examination will ensure that the plan is 
based on ‘sound’ information and thinking and that all concerns have been considered. 

How can I engage? 

9.20  When the LDP is submitted for public examination this will be publicised by the LPA. 
The submission documents will be sent to the Inspector(s) and this will include the updated 
Consultation Report and any representations you made to the Deposit plan.  The submission 
documents will be available to view at the LPAs principal office(s) and on its website.  Other 
copies may be available at locations set out in the DA. 

9.21  Based on the Inspector(s) reading of the submitted evidence and representations, the 
Inspector(s) will decide what issues will be discussed at the examination and how they will 
be heard.  The examination hearing sessions can last around several weeks or more.  Further 
information on the submission of the plan and examination procedure is available to view here 
by Planning Environment Decisions Wales (PEDW). 

9.22  At least six weeks before the examination begins you will be contacted by the 
examination‘s Programme Officer and asked if you wish to participate.  You may only participate 
if you submitted a ‘duly made’ representation to the Deposit plan consultation.  If you decide 
to participate in a hearing session(s), you can chose whether to rely on a written statement in 
response to the Inspector(s) questions and / or discuss the issues orally at the hearing sessions. 
Both methods carry equal weight.  It is important to emphasise that you can still attend the 
examination and listen to proceedings even if you are not taking part. 

9.23  The examination website will contain all the information you need on the examination. It is 
important that you keep up-to-date on the examination process to monitor progress and the 
latest updates. 

Inspectors Report and adoption 

What is this stage? 

9.24  At the end of the examination hearing sessions, the Inspector(s) will prepare a report on 
the ‘soundness’ of the submitted plan.  The report will include any changes to the LDP and the 
reason for these changes.  The findings in the Inspectors Report will be binding on the LPA who 
must make the changes recommended.  The LPA will hold a vote to accept the changes and 
adopt the LDP within 8 weeks of receiving the Inspectors Report. 

How can I engage? 

9.25  The Inspectors Report will be available for you to view on the LPAs website and at 
locations specified in the DA.  The LPA will also publicise the adoption of the LDP in an adoption 29 
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statement, which will clearly set out the date the plan was adopted. Copies of the adopted LDP, 
the adoption statement and the SA Report will be available to view at the Deposit plan locations 
and on the LPAs website. 

9.26  If you feel dissatisfied by the plan process, you have six weeks from the date of adoption 
to make a legal challenge to the High Court.  Any legal challenge must be on the plan 
procedure and not the content of the plan. The LDP will take effect on the day it is adopted 
and will form part of the development plan for the area and will be used to determine planning 
applications in the Local Planning Authority. 

Monitoring and Review 

What is this stage? 

9.27  Once the LDP is adopted, the LPA will use the plans monitoring framework and begin 
to observe the effects of the plan in meeting its objectives.  All of the monitoring information is 
contained within the LPAs Annual Monitoring Report (AMR). AMRs must be published by 31st 
October each year following the plans adoption and should also be submitted to the Welsh 
Government. 

9.28  The AMR will assess the: 

● Delivery of the plans strategy 
● Implementation of local policies 
● Development of local allocations 
● Infrastructure delivery 
● Any further actions, if necessary 

9.29  The LDP must be reviewed by the LPA at least every four years from the date the plan 
was adopted. This review can take place sooner and will depend on lots of things including the 
findings in the AMR.  After a review of the plan has been triggered, the LPA will prepare a Review 
Report (RR).  The report will set out what is working well and the issues that will need to be 
addressed when a new LDP is prepared. 

How can I engage? 

9.30  Key groups affected by the LDP may be invited to comment on recent changes in the area 
recorded as part of the AMR and RR.  Keeping up-to-date with both of these documents will 
help you understand what is working well or not and what the LPA will be doing to address any 
issues.  When the LPA has published its RR and submitted this to the Welsh Government, then 
a new DA will be prepared usually within 6 months.  When the DA has been agreed the plan 
preparation process starts again for a new replacement LDP. 
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10. Supplementary
Planning Guidance
(SPG) and Place Plans 

Supplementary Planning Guidance 
10.1  Only the policies in an adopted development plan can be used to determine planning 
applications.  However, Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) can also be taken into 
account as a Material Consideration provided it is linked to and consistent with the policies 
in the adopted development plan.  SPG does not form part of the development plan and is 
not subject to examination. 

10.2  SPG is prepared by LPAs to provide guidance and detail for the submission of planning 
applications and supports a number of topic based polices in the adopted development 
plan including policies on design, heritage, conservation and renewable energy.  SPG can 
provide additional detail on the type of development expected in an area allocated in 
the development plan and could take the form of a development brief or more detailed 
masterplan. 31 
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Place Plans 
10.3  You may have heard of Place Plans or have an adopted Place Plan already in your 
community.  If not, a Place Plan is all about delivering local outcomes and is prepared by the 
community for use by the community. 

10.4  Place Plans as SPGs can provide important local detail/context and guidance on a range of 
topic areas/sites affecting communities. It is important to engage and provide comments to the 
plan making authority when they consult on draft SPG and make your views known. 

Like SPG, Place Plans do not form part of the development plan and must work within 
the planning framework set by the adopted development plan.  This means that Place 
Plans should be in conformity with an LDP or future SDP or LDPL and will add detail to what 
already exists in these plans. 

What is the purpose of a Place Plan? 
10.5  Place Plans can focus on a Town or Community Council area, a single village or group of 
villages or individual development sites. 

10.6  The purpose of a Place Plan is to: 

● Gather evidence about your area to understand what issues the area is facing 
● For local Town or Community Councils, businesses and communities to work together 
with the Local Planning Authority to help plan for the future of the area or development site 
● Agree how you want your area or site to be in the future and work towards this through an 
action plan or policies that will be used to help determine future planning application 

What are the benefits of having a Place 
Plan? 
10.7  There are many benefits to all parties involved in the process and some of the key 
advantages of having a Place Plan for your community is: 

● To help secure or distribute funding for projects identified in the Place Plan or collected 
through planning obligations 
● To help determine future planning applications and engage with developers 
● To build knowledge of the planning process and provide more engagement from the 
community during the development plan process   
● Enhance working relationships between all community groups and the Local Planning 
Authority
● Improve community well-being and the vitality of the area for the benefit of local 
residents 
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How do I go about starting work on a 
Place Plan? 
10.8  Before you start work on preparing a Place Plan, it is important that you have an 
understanding of the process as well as the resources required and how long this may take.  It is 
advised that you begin by contacting the Planning Team in your Local Planning Authority and 
read the Place Plans guidance published by PAW on their website here. 

Once the Place Plan has been drafted and agreed by everyone involved in the process, it 
should be adopted by the Local Planning Authority as SPG to be used in the determination 
of local planning applications. 
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11. The role of elected 
members in the 
planning process 
11.1  Elected members have a key role in supporting their communities to engage with the 
planning process. Members can help residents and organisations influence the future of 
their communities by encouraging them to express their views in the plan making process. 
Councillors have a vital role in facilitating engagement with their communities in the production 
of development plans. 

11.2  Elected members must make decisions in the wider public interest, and be seen to do 
so.  In exercising their duties, they should take care to be seen as acting fairly and objectively. 
They must also avoid treating an individual or area more favourably than another.  Failure to do 
so is a breach of the relevant authority‘s Code of Conduct. This can result in disciplinary action 
against a Member by the Authority, and can be grounds for complaint to the Ombudsman. 
Community and town councillors who attend a meeting to consider a matter in which they have 
an interest must disclose it at the start of the discussion, or when the interest becomes apparent. 
Depending on the nature of the interest, a member may be able to speak but not vote on a 
matter, or may be required to withdraw from consideration of a matter altogether. 

11.3  The Code does not preclude community or town councillors from considering the views 
of their constituents, and subsequently bringing these to the attention of the LPA. What is 
necessary is to avoid prejudging the planning matter, or making a statement that could be seen 
to prejudge the matter, prior to full consideration of the issues. Interested parties should speak to 
your local elected member(s) to understand more where necessary. 

Useful links 
11.4  The following resources provide more information on the role of the elected member in the 
planning process: 

Planning Handbook: a Guide for Local Authority Members, published by the Welsh Local 
Government Association: https://www.wlga.wales/planning-handbook-a-guide-for-local-
authority-members 

The Good Councillor’s Guide: For Community and Town Councillors, available via One Voice 
Wales: http://www.onevoicewales.org.uk/OVWWeb/UserFiles/Files/Good%20Practice%20 
General/Good%20Councillors%20Guide%202017.PDF 
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12. Contacts & 
Further Information 
Welsh Government (WG) 
Development Plans Branch, Cathays Park, Cardiff CF10 3NQ 
Phone (switchboard): 0300 0604400 
Website: https://gov.wales/development-plans 
E-mail: customerhelp@gov.wales 

Planning Environment Decisions Wales (PEDW) 
Cathays Park, Cardiff CF10 3NQ 
Phone (switchboard): 0300 0604400 
Website: https://gov.wales/planning-and-environment-decisions-wales 
E-mail: customerhelp@gov.wales 

Find your Local Planning Authority 
The planning portal offer a useful service to find your Local Planning Authority using a town 
name or postcode search. You can access this service online here: 
https://www.planningportal.co.uk/find-your-local-planning-authority 

Planning Aid Wales (PAW) 
12 Cathedral Road, Cardiff CF11 9LJ 
Phone: 02920 625 004 
Website: https://planningaidwales.org.uk/ 

Placemaking Charter 
For more information about Placemaking and the Placemaking charter, visit the Design 
Commission for Wales website at: https://dcfw.org/placemaking/placemaking-charter/ 

Place Plans 
For guidance on the preparation of Place Plans, visit www.placeplans.org.uk 

Bite-size: Planning and Placemaking 
Guidance produced by the Future Generation Commissioner‘s Office: https://www. 
futuregenerations.wales/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Planning-bite-sized-TCs-and-
consultants-eng.pdf 
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13. Glossary 
Adoption / adopted The point at which the LDP/SDP is completed and becomes 

relevant to all decisions on planning applications. Adoption occurs 
after either the LPA or CJC (whichever is relevant) formally votes 
by resolution to adopt the plan following receipt of a positive 
Inspector‘s report. 

Binding The Local Planning Authority and / or Corporate Joint 
Committee must make the changes set out in the Inspectors 
Report. 

Corporate Joint 
Committees (CJCs) 

Is made up of the Leaders from each of the councils in the 
four regions.  The CJC will be the decision making body with 
responsibility for the content of an SDP. 

Community / Public 
engagement 

In the context of development plan preparation, community 
engagement refers to an activity or set of activities that seek 
the views of local people as a plan is being developed. Early 
engagement in the development plan process is beneficial for all 
parties. 

Development 
management 
Policies 

Sets local standards and criteria against which planning 
applications for the development and use of land and buildings 
will be assessed. 

Development brief Prepared in advance of a planning application being submitted 
and is often used on large and complex sites.  A development 
brief contains information on the site and the kind of place that 
will be created. 

Duly made A duly made representation is one submitted within the required 
timescales and relates directly to policies and proposals 
contained within the development plan subject to consultation. 

Evidence base A collection of studies, technical reports, assessments and other 
data that justify the policy decisions taken in a plan. 

Green Infrastructure A network of multi-functional green spaces and features in urban 
and rural areas that deliver quality of life and environmental 
benefits for communities. 

Local Planning 
Authorities (LPAs) 

Are responsible for delivering planning functions and services in a 
Local Authority area, including in National Park Authority areas. 

Masterplan Is a planning document for the development of a site and 
provides information on the layout in order to guide future growth 
and development.  The master planning process is all about 
making connections between buildings, social settings and 
surrounding environment. 
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Material 
Consideration 

A matter that can be taken into account in deciding a planning 
application or an appeal against a planning decision. 

Placemaking A rounded approach to the planning and design of development 
and spaces with a focus on positive outcomes. Further 
information on the placemaking approach in the planning system 
is contained in Planning Policy Wales (PPW). 

Plan period 

Planning obligations 

Programme Officer 

Primary & Secondary 
Legislation 

Region / regional 

Sound / Soundness 

Spatial strategy 

Sustainable 
/ sustainable 
development 
/ sustainable 
development duty 

The time period over which a plan applies, specified in the title 
of the plan. 

Is a legal obligation (S106) entered into to mitigate the impacts 
of a development proposal. 

A person who works on behalf of the Planning Inspector to 
coordinate the day-to-day arrangements of an examination. 

Primary Legislation describes laws passed by the legislative 
bodies in the UK (e.g. The Houses of Parliament & The Senedd) 
whereas Secondary Legislation refers to laws passed by 
Government ministers in the form of statutory instruments. 

An area made up of multiple Local Planning Authority areas 
with characteristics in common. There are four specified regions 
in Wales - North, Mid Wales, South West and South East (see 
map, page 16). 

A development plan is considered sound by an independently 
appointed Inspector if it meets the procedural requirements 
and three Tests of Soundness set out in Chapter 6 of the 
Development Plans Manual. 

Identifies where future development will be located, and how 
it will deliver on the key issues the plan is seeking to address. 
Further information on the spatial strategy is contained in 
Chapter 5 of the Development Plans Manual. 

Sustainable development is the process of improving the 
economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being of 
Wales by taking actions that meet the needs of current and 
future generations. The sustainable development duty requires 
all pubic bodies to carry out sustainable development by 
setting and publishing well-being objectives and taking steps to 
meet those objectives. 
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Thank you 
The Welsh Government and Planning Aid Wales would like to acknowledge and thank the 
following organisations for their time and input into helping us prepare this Community Guide: 

● Brecon Beacons National Park Authority 
● Cardiff Council 
● Conwy County Borough Council 
● Future Generations Commissioner 
● Iaith Cymru 
● Older People’s Commissioner  
● One Voice Wales 
● Planning Environment Decisions Wales  (PEDW) 
● Race Council Cymru 
● Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI) 
● Swansea Council 
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	4.1  Have you ever said to yourself? 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	“How can I have a say on what happens locally?” 

	● 
	● 
	“I wonder what might be built there in future” 

	● 
	● 
	“I did not realise housing could be built there!” 


	4.2  If you have asked yourself any of these questions, then this easy read guide will help explain the development plan system and how you can get involved.  By getting involved you will be helping to shape your community by planning now for the future. 
	Figure
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	What is a Development Plan? 
	4.3  The planning system in Wales is development plan-led, which means that development plans will be very important when making planning decisions.  Once a development plan has been adopted, decisions on planning applications will be made in accordance with the development plan.  The development plan provides a measure of certainty about what kind of development will and will not be permitted at different locations over the plan period. 
	4.4  The development plan system in Wales is made up of three tiers (see 4.7 and 4.10 below). with plans prepared at national, regional and local levels.  This means that the ‘development plan’ for an area will eventually be made up of each of these three plans. 
	4.5  This guide will focus on development plans prepared at regional and local levels.  These plans are prepared by Local Planning Authorities and Corporate Joint Committees and are more detailed in nature and will contain policies, proposals and land allocations that will directly shape your community now and in the future. 
	4.6  The purpose of regional and local development plans is discussed separately later in this guide but their main role is to provide a policy framework that: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Identifies the scale of growth including the number of homes and jobs 

	● 
	● 
	Sets out the spatial strategy and locations for future development      

	● 
	● 
	Allocates land for new development including housing and employment sites 

	● 
	● 
	Identifies new infrastructure provision including roads and schools 

	● 
	● 
	Identifies land for protection from development 

	● 
	● 
	Ensures good design and place making 


	A key aim of the development plan system in Wales is to ensure that development plans are based on early and effective community engagement and involvement. 
	To be effective, a development plan needs to be based upon a broad consensus on the 
	spatial strategy and the policies and proposals contained within it. 
	Effective communication between the Local Planning Authority and the local community is crucial to achieving this. 
	Figure
	Figure
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	What are the Three Tiers that make up the Development Plan System in Wales? 
	4.7  The three tiers that make up the development plan system are: 
	Figure

	Future Wales: The National Plan 2040 
	This plan is the highest tier of development plan and is 
	TIER 1: 
	prepared by the Welsh Government.  The plan focuses on 
	NATIONAL 
	solutions to issues and challenges at a national level.  Future Wales was published in February 2021 and forms part of the development plan for the whole of Wales. 
	Strategic Development Plans (SDPs) 
	The framework of the national plan will be built on by TIER 2 Strategic Development Plans (SDPs) prepared by Corporate Joint Committees (CJCs) at a regional level.  The plans 
	REGIONAL 
	will focus on issues that cross Local Planning Authority boundaries and will look at how people in each of the four regions in Wales go about their day-to-day lives from working and commuting patterns to shopping and leisure activities. 
	Local Development Plans (LDPs) and Local Development Plan ‘Lites’ (LDPLs) 
	Figure

	TIER 3 
	The framework of national and regional plans will be built 
	LOCAL 
	on by Local Development Plans (LDPs) prepared by Local Planning Authorities. LDPs will focus on issues, policies and proposals in each authority area across Wales.  Local Development Plan ‘Lites’ (LDPLs) will be prepared following adoption of an SDP and this plan will be shorter and more focussed in nature as the scale and location of growth will already be set in the adopted SDP for each LPA area. 
	4.8  It is important to emphasise that until an SDP is adopted, Local Planning Authorities will continue to prepare and review their LDPs. Only once an SDP is adopted can authorities begin 
	to prepare an LDP ‘Lite’.  The difference between both local development plans is set out later in 
	this guide. 
	4.9 At the time of publishing this guide, the development plan for an area is made-up of two separate plans: (1) Future Wales: the National Plan 2040 and (2) LDPs.  This will be the position until such time as an SDP is adopted (currently anticipated from 2027/2028) and will be followed by LDPLs (currently anticipated from 2029/2030).  Whilst no SDPs or LDPLs have been prepared to date, this position will change moving forward.  As more development plans are prepared, this guide will help explain the prepar
	What is General Conformity and why is it important? 
	4.10  It is a requirement in law that a development plan has to be in general conformity with the adopted plan(s) in the tier or tiers above it (see Diagram 1). This means that when a development plan is being prepared it must support the general principles of the adopted upper tier plan including the spatial strategy and scale and location of growth. For this reason, it is important that communities and their representatives are engaged and make respresentations (if appropriate) at all tiers in the plannin
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Example 1: When an SDP is being prepared, the plan must be in general conformity with the upper tier plan, which is Future Wales: the National Plan 2040. 

	● 
	● 
	Example 2: Once an SDP is adopted then a LDPL can be prepared.  A LDPL must be in general conformity with the upper tier plan, which is an SDP for the region and Future Wales: the National Plan 2040. 

	● 
	● 
	Example 3: Until such time as an SDP is adopted, authorities’ are currently preparing LDPs. A LDP must be in general conformity with the upper tier plan, which is currently Future Wales: the National Plan 2040. 


	Diagram 1: The Tiers of Development Plans in Wales and General Conformity 
	Future Wales: the National Plan 2040 
	Tier 1 
	Strategic Development Plans 
	Local Development Plan Lites Local Development Plans 
	Tier 2 
	Tier 3 
	5. Legislation, Policy and Guidance: Overview, Useful Links and Resources 
	Figure
	5.1  When preparing a development plan there is a lot of legislation, policy and guidance that must be followed by LPAs and CJCs. This section explains some of these and provides a useful sign post to other policy documents and guidance that may be of interest to you. For the purposes of this guide, only key legislation, policy and guidance that underpins the 
	preparation of development plans has been identified.  There will be others and updates to what is already existing once this guide is published.  If you wish to find out more you should 
	contact the planning team responsible for preparing the development plan.  A list of useful contacts has been provided in Section 11 of this guide. 
	5.2  There is a suite of documents that aim to deliver sustainable development through the planning system and this includes the preparation of development plans.  The key legislation, 
	policy and guidance that is specific to development plans is explained in the following table: 
	10 
	National Policy Development Plans Guidance and SPG The Development Plan 
	Future Wales: the National Plan 2040 Regional & Local Development Plans SDPs, LDPs, LDPLs 
	Table
	TR
	Well being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 

	TR
	Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended) 
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	Table 1: Key Legislation, Policy and Guidance for Development Plans 
	Primary Legislation 
	Well being of Future Planning & Compulsory Purchase Environment Generations (Wales) Act 2015 Act 2004 (as amended) (Wales) Act 2016 
	Legislation Secondary Legislation 
	SDP & LDP Habitats Regulations Strategic Environmental Assessment Regulations Assessment (HRA) (SEA) Regulations 
	Strategic Development 
	Local Supplementary 
	Plans Manual 
	Development Planning Guidance & 
	To be prepared by Welsh 
	Plans Manual Place Plans 
	Government 
	Primary Legislation 
	Planning Policy Wales (PPW) 
	Well being Plans 
	Technial Advice Notes 
	Local/regional Strategies, 
	Circulars 
	Plans and Evidence 
	Ministerial Letters 
	Primary Legislation 
	Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 
	5.3  The Act influences all three tiers of 
	development plans and places a duty on public bodies to carry out sustainable development, which means improving the economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being of Wales by taking action, in accordance with the sustainable development principle, aimed at achieving the seven well-being goals. Each public body, which includes the plan-making bodies of Welsh Government, CJCs and Local Planning Authorities, is required to set their own objectives that maximise contribution to the seven goals and to 
	5.4  To demonstrate that they have acted in accordance with the sustainable development principle (meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs), public bodies must also take account of the five ways of working. 
	The five ways of working are listed below with 
	11
	further information contained in Chapter 3 of the Development Plans Manual. 
	Figure
	Diagram 2: Well-being Goals 
	Diagram 2: Well-being Goals 
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	The five ways of working: 
	1. Long term thinking: Taking account of how what we do now may affect communities and 
	services in the future. 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Prevention: Acting to prevent problems occurring or getting worse. 

	3.
	3.
	 Integration: Consider how the well-being objectives contribute to the well-being goals and 


	affect the objectives of public bodies. 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	Collaboration: Working with others to meet the well-being objectives. 

	5. 
	5. 
	Involvement: Involve people in achieving the well-being goals and ensure that those 


	people reflect the diversity of communities. 
	5.5 The Future Generations Commissioner has identifed land use planning and placemaking as a priority area. Further information can be found at: 
	/ 
	/ 
	https://www.futuregenerations.wales/priority_areas/planning


	Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act (PCPA) 2004 (as amended) 
	5.6  The PCPA 2004 (as amended) makes provision for the new tiers of development plans and contains powers to prepare, publish and review these plans. 
	The PCPA refers to Future Wales: the National Plan 2040 as the National Development Framework (NDF).  Both names refer to the same development plan.  For the purposes of this guide, the plan will be referred to as Future Wales: the National Plan 2040. 
	Sustainability Appraisal (SA), Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Habitats 
	Regulation Assessment (HRA) 
	5.7  It is a requirement for all development plans to be supported by a Sustainability Appraisal (SA), Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA). 
	The SA/SEA and HRA will look at the effects of the plan on the environment, social, economic 
	and cultural well-being, as well as the use of the Welsh language.  The procedure set out in regulations has to be followed for the development plan to be adopted. 
	5.8  The SA/SEA and HRA are fully integrated into the plan making process from the early stages of plan preparation.  You will have the opportunity to comment on these documents at the formal consultation stages, which are explained later in this guide.  Further information on the SA/SEA and HRA is contained in Chapter 4 of the Development Plans Manual. 
	Table
	TR
	Town and Country Panning (Strategic Development Plan) (Wales) Regulations 2021 

	TR
	Town and Country Planning (Local Development Plan (Wales) Regulations 2005 (as amended) 


	Table
	TR
	Development Plans Manual 

	TR
	Strategic Development Plans Manual; to be prepared by Welsh Government 
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	Secondary Legislation 
	Secondary 
	Legislation 
	Town and Country Planning (Strategic Development Plan) (Wales) Regulations 2021 
	5.9  The regulations set out the process for SDPs to be prepared in each of the four regons across Wales by CJCs and can be . 
	viewed here
	viewed here


	Town and Country Planning (Local Development Plan) (Wales) Regulations 2005 (as amended) 
	5.10  The regulations set out the process for LDPs to be prepared across Wales by Local Planning Authorities either individually or jointly by two or more authorities.  The original regulations were published in 2005 and can be  and should be read alongside the update published in 2015 . 
	viewed here
	viewed here

	here
	here


	National Planning Policy 
	Latest edition of Planning Policy Wales (PPW) National Planning Policy 
	5.11  All development plans must be prepared in accordance with national planning policy contained in Planning Policy Wales (PPW) with the latest edition available to view . 
	here
	here


	Development Plan Guidance 
	Development Plans Guidance 
	Development Plans Manual 
	5.12  The Development Plans Manual is a guidance document produced by the Welsh Government to assist in the preparation, monitoring and review of LDPs and is available to view . 
	here
	here


	SDP Manual 
	5.13  The SDP Manual will be a new guidance document produced by the Welsh Government to assist in the preparation, monitoring and review of SDPs and is anticipated for publication end of 2022. 
	Whilst both guidance documents are intended for use by planning officers and other 
	specialists, they remain a very useful source of information for communities and contain a lot of helpful information outside the scope of this guide. 
	13 
	6. Future Wales: The National Plan 2040 
	Figure
	6.1  Future Wales: the National Plan 2040 was published by the Welsh Government in February 2021 and is the highest tier of development plan in Wales.  Future Wales and other helpful resources such as an easy read guide and frequently asked questions. 
	 can be accessed here
	 can be accessed here


	What is Future Wales: the National Plan 2040? 
	6.2  Future Wales sets out the framework for planning the change and development needed in Wales over the next twenty years.  The framework is supported by 11 Outcomes that act as a statement on where we, the Welsh Government, want to be in twenty years’ time to ensure quality development is located in the right places and for the right reasons. 
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	Figure

	Community Guide 
	6.3  Every five years, the Welsh Government will prepare and publish a review of Future Wales and set out progress on delivering the 11 Outcomes.  All lower tier development plans have to be in general conformity with Future Wales.  The plan will guide planning decisions in your local community on things like: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Housing 

	● 
	● 
	Roads, railways and cycle tracks 

	● 
	● 
	Public transport 

	● 
	● 
	Health facilities 

	● 
	● 
	Energy supplies 

	● 
	● 
	Decarbonisation 

	● 
	● 
	Renewable energy 

	● 
	● 
	Internet 

	● 
	● 
	All other services people need on a day-to-day basis 


	How will Future Wales: The National Plan 2040 shape the lower tier development plans? 
	6.4  Future Wales identifies three National Growth Areas where there will be a focus on promoting strategic housing and employment opportunities and investment in infrastructure. Outside of the national and regional growth areas the focus should be to meet local need for development. These National Growth Areas will be supported by growth and development in the three Regional Growth Areas. These areas contain important centres for things like employment, services, shops and tourism.  Both the National and R
	National Growth Areas: Regional Growth Areas: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Cardiff, Newport and the Valleys 1. The South West 

	2. 
	2. 
	Swansea Bay and Llanelli 2. Mid Wales 

	3. 
	3. 
	Wrexham and Deeside 3. The North 


	6.5  Future Wales: the National Plan 2040 separates the whole of Wales into four regions and 
	each region has been identified through its own distinct challenges and opportunities.  These 
	challenges and opportunities will be explored further as each of the four regions prepare an SDP on issues that cross Local Planning Authority boundaries.  These issues will include identifying areas for future growth, housing demand, economic development, transport and Green Infrastructure. An SDP will be prepared in each of the following four regions and cover the Local Planning Authorities of: 
	1. The North: 
	Anglesey, Conwy, Denbighshire, Flintshire, Gwynedd, Snowdonia and Wrexham 
	2. Mid Wales: 
	Brecon Beacons (part), Ceredigion and Powys 
	3. The South West: 
	Brecon Beacons (part), Carmarthenshire, Neath Port Talbot, Pembrokeshire, Pembrokeshire Coast and Swansea 
	4. The South East: 
	Blaenau Gwent, Brecon Beacons (part), Bridgend, Caerphilly, Cardiff, Merthyr Tydfil, 
	Monmouthshire, Newport, Rhondda Cynon Taf, Torfaen and Vale of Glamorgan 
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	Diagram 3: The Four Strategic Development Plan Regions in Wales 
	Figure
	7. StrategicDevelopment Plans(SDPs) 
	Figure
	7.1  As we move towards a strategic approach to planning, you will begin to see the preparation of SDPs, by CJCs, in each of the four regions across Wales as set out in Diagram 
	3.  It is anticipated that work on SDPs will start in 2022 and should take around five years to 
	prepare. 
	What is a Strategic Development Plan? 
	7.2  An SDP will set out strategic proposals and land-use policies for the future development of land over a minimum 20-year period. An SDP will be prepared to cover each of the four regions. By covering an area greater than individual Local Planning Authorities, the SDP can improve how the planning system addresses issues that cross authority boundaries and 
	more accurately reflects how people and communities live their day-to-day lives now and in 
	17
	17
	the future. 

	7.3  The SDP will consider the following strategic issues relevant to the region. It is important 
	that you engage in the SDP, even if it does not directly affect you. 
	-
	-
	-
	 The scale and location of housing and employment growth 

	-
	-
	 Strategic housing and employment development sites and their placemaking principles 

	-
	-
	 Strategic Green Infrastructure routes 

	-
	-
	 Transport infrastructure 

	-
	-
	 A co-ordinated approach to environmental designations, energy, minerals and waste. 

	-
	-
	 Individual LPA spatial strategies to provide the framework for and enable the preparation of LDPLs once the SDP is adopted. 


	What are the Main Stages in the SDP Process and how can I get Involved? 
	7.4  Much has been learnt to date by Local Planning Authorities and communities from the LDP process.  This process will be broadly the same for the preparation of SDPs with the only 
	key difference being one of scale as an SDP will cover a larger geographical area.  The SDP 
	preparation process will have the same key stages and opportunities for public engagement and consultation as the LDP process. 
	7.5  The main stages in the SDP process and when you can get involved is set out in the diagram below: 
	Diagram 4: Key Stages in the SDP Process 
	Figure
	7.6  The SDP process will involve a large amount of public engagement and consultation to 
	help shape and influence the plan from the early stages. 
	Figure
	Whilst the SDP will focus on strategic issues, topics and places that maybe outside your community and Local Planning Authority area, it remains important for you to engage in the process because the content of the SDP will directly shape and influence the content of the lower tier LDPLs.   Not all places will be mentioned in an SDP as the plan will focus 
	on areas of change.  If your community or local area is not identified then it still remains 
	important for you to engage in the process. 
	7.7  This guide will now take the key stages in Diagram 4 and briefly explain each stage and how 
	you can engage: 
	The Delivery Agreement 
	What is this stage? 
	7.8  Each CJC will prepare a Delivery Agreement (DA) at the start of the plan preparation process.  The DA is made up of two parts: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	A timetable for SDP preparation 

	2. 
	2. 
	A Community Involvement Scheme (CIS) 


	7.9  The DA is an important document as it sets out the timetable for plan preparation and 
	identifies who can engage in the process, at what stage and the methods of consultation.  It also 
	explains how responses to consultations on the plan will be considered and the feedback you will receive and how this can be accessed. 
	How can I engage? 
	7.10  It is important that you familiarise yourself with the DA and keep up-to-date on any amendments.  You may wish to register your interest with the CJC so that you can be added to the consultation database and kept up-to-date on plan progress.  The DA will be made available for inspection by the CJC on its website and principal office(s). The types of engagement methods used will be for the CJC to determine. Generally, this will include things such as public 
	forums, local meetings and exhibitions, drop in sessions, focus groups, newsletters, leaflets and 
	posters and web based engagement methods (E.g. Facebook, Twitter). 
	Preferred Strategy Consultation 
	What is this stage? 
	7.11  The Preferred Strategy and supporting evidence, which includes the initial SA/SEA and HRA (where relevant), will be available for public consultation for a minimum of 6 weeks. 
	7.12  The Preferred Strategy should set out the: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Current issues, vision and objectives 

	● 
	● 
	Preferred population, housing and job growth 

	● 
	● 
	Strategic growth options 

	● 
	● 
	Broad spatial regional strategy 

	● 
	● 
	Strategic sites and/or areas for development (where appropriate) 

	● 
	● 
	Strategic land-use and topic based policies 

	● 
	● 
	The Preferred Strategy will be supported by a number of evidence base documents including the sites / areas put forward for development in the Candidate Strategic Locations 
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	and Sites Register 
	and Sites Register 
	How can I engage? 

	This is an important stage for you and your community.  This will be your opportunity to put forward your views to the CJC and influence the plan they produce early in the process.  It is important that you submit any comments within the consultation deadline set by the CJC. 
	7.13  As part of the consultation, you will be able to comment on the Preferred Strategy and supporting evidence.  Full details of the consultation will be published in a Statement of Pre-Deposit Matters. This will be available to view in hard copy at the principal office, the principal office of any Local Planning Authority in the CJC region and at other locations specified in the DA and on the CJCs website. 
	7.14  If you submit a response to the Preferred Strategy consultation this will be included in the CJCs Initial Consultation Report.  The report will include the main issues raised and how they 
	will influence the plan moving forward.  The report will be made publically available as soon as 
	possible after the Preferred Strategy consultation ends. 
	Deposit Plan Consultation 
	What is this stage? 
	7.15  The Deposit plan is a full draft of the SDP and is the plan considered ‘sound’ by the CJC. The plan and its supporting evidence, which includes the full SA/SEA and HRA will be available for public consultation for a minimum of 6 weeks. 
	7.16  The Deposit plan should set out the: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Issues, vision and objectives 

	● 
	● 
	Final spatial strategy and sub strategies for each LPA within the region. 

	● 
	● 
	The scale of population, housing and job growth in the region and each LPA 

	● 
	● 
	Strategic sites and allocations 

	● 
	● 
	Strategic policies for a range of topic areas including housing and employment provision, retail, transport, environmental designations, energy, minerals and waste  

	● 
	● 
	Monitoring framework 

	● 
	● 
	Proposals map 

	● 
	● 
	The Deposit plan will be supported by a number of evidence base documents including a 


	full assessment and justification of strategic locations / sites put forward for development in 
	the Candidate Strategic Locations and Sites Register 
	How can I engage? 
	7.17  During the consultation, you will be able to comment on the Deposit plan and supporting evidence.  Full details of the consultation will be published in a Statement of Deposit Matters. The statement will be available to view at the principal office(s) and on the CJCs website. 
	7.18  The plan and its supporting evidence will also be available to view at the CJCs principal office(s), the principal office of any Local Planning Authority in the CJC region and on its website. Other copies may be available at locations set out in the DA. 
	7.19  If you wish to submit comments to the CJC on the Deposit plan then your comments must be submitted within the consultation deadline to be considered ‘duly made’.  These comments are called representations and a standard form will be available from the CJC to assist with any representations you wish to make.  All ‘duly made’ representations to the Deposit plan will be considered by the CJC in an update to the Consultation Report from the Preferred Strategy 
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	Figure
	stage. A duly made representation is one submitted within the required timescales and relates directly to policies and proposals contained within the development plan subject to consultation. The report will be made publicly available as soon as possible after the Deposit consultation ends and will form part of the submission documents (listed in Chapter 6 of the Development Plans Manual) for examination. 
	7.20  A copy of all representations will be available to view at the same Preferred Strategy locations and on the CJCs website.  Following the Deposit consultation, any changes made to the plan is a matter for the independent Inspector to consider when the plan is tested at examination. 
	Public Examination            
	What is this stage? 
	7.21  Once the formal consultations are over, the plan and its supporting evidence will be submitted for public examination.  An Inspector(s) will be appointed on behalf of Welsh Ministers to carry out an independent examination into the plan.  The examination will assess if the plan preparation requirements have been met and if the SDP meets the three tests of ‘soundness’ set out in Chapter 6 the Development Plans Manual. 
	7.22  The examination will consist of oral hearing sessions which is a round-table public discussion on the matters and issues identified by the Inspector(s) from their reading of the 
	submission documents and your representations.  The examination will ensure that the plan is based on ‘sound’ information and thinking and that all concerns have been considered. 
	How can I engage? 
	7.23  When the SDP is submitted for public examination this will be publicised by the CJC. The submission documents will be sent to the Inspector(s) and this will include the updated Consultation Report and any representations you made to the Deposit plan.  The submission documents will be available to view at the CJCs principal office(s), the principal office of any Local Planning Authority in the CJC region and on its website.  Other copies may be available at locations set out in the DA. 
	7.24  Based on the Inspector(s) reading of the submitted evidence and representations, the Inspector(s) will decide what issues will be discussed at the examination and how they will be heard.  The examination hearing sessions can last around several weeks or more.  Further information on the submission of the plan and examination procedure is available to by Planning Environment Decisions Wales (PEDW). 
	view here 
	view here 


	7.25  At least six weeks before the examination begins you will be contacted by the examination’s Programme Officer and asked if you wish to participate.  You may only participate if you submitted a ‘duly made’ representation to the Deposit plan consultation.  If you decide to participate in a hearing session(s), you can chose whether to rely on a written statement in response to the Inspector(s) questions and / or discuss the issues orally at the hearing sessions. Both methods carry equal weight.  It is im
	7.26  The examination website will contain all the information you need on the examination. It is important that you keep up-to-date on the examination process to monitor progress and the latest updates. 
	Figure
	Inspectors Report and adoption 
	What is this stage? 
	7.27  At the end of the examination hearing sessions, the Inspector(s) will prepare a report on the ‘soundness’ of the submitted plan.  The report will include any changes to the SDP and the reason for these changes.  The findings in the Inspectors Report will be binding on the CJC who must make the changes recommended.  The CJC will hold a vote to accept the changes and adopt the SDP within 8 weeks of receiving the Inspectors Report. 
	How can I engage? 
	7.28  The Inspectors Report will be available for you to view on the CJCs website and at locations specified in the DA.  The CJC will also publicise the adoption of the SDP in an adoption statement, which will clearly set out the date the plan was adopted. Copies of the adopted SDP, the adoption statement and the SA Report will be available to view at the Deposit plan locations and on the CJCs website. 
	7.29  If you feel dissatisfied by the plan process, you have six weeks from the date of adoption to make a legal challenge to the High Court.  Any legal challenge must be on the plan procedure and not the content of the plan. The SDP will take effect on the day it is adopted and will form part of the development plan for the area and will be used to determine planning applications in the region. 
	Monitoring and Review 
	What is this stage? 
	7.30  Once the SDP is adopted, the CJC will use the plans monitoring framework and begin 
	to observe the effects of the plan in meeting its objectives.  All of the monitoring information is 
	contained within the CJCs Annual Monitoring Report (AMR).  AMRs must be published by 31st October each year following the plans adoption and should also be submitted to the Welsh Government. 
	7.31  The AMR will assess the: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Delivery of the plans strategy 

	● 
	● 
	Implementation of strategic policies 

	● 
	● 
	Development of strategic allocations 

	● 
	● 
	Infrastructure delivery 

	● 
	● 
	Any further actions, if necessary 


	7.32  The SDP must be reviewed by the CJC at least every six years from the date the plan was adopted. This review can take place sooner and will depend on lots of things including the findings in the AMR.  After a review of the plan has been triggered, the CJC will prepare a Review Report (RR).  The report will set out what is working well and the issues that will need to be addressed when a new SDP is prepared. 
	How can I engage? 
	7.33  Key groups affected by the SDP may be invited to comment on recent changes in the area 
	recorded as part of the AMR and RR.  Keeping up-to-date with both of these documents will help you understand what is working well or not and what the CJC will be doing to address any issues.  When the CJC has published its RR and submitted this to the Welsh Government, then a new DA will be prepared usually within 6 months. When the DA has been agreed the plan preparation process starts again for a new replacement SDP. 
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	8. Local Development PlanLites (LDPLs) 
	Figure
	8.1  Once an SDP is adopted, the Local Planning Authorities within the region can begin work on the preparation of a LDPL.  These plans can be prepared on an individual basis or jointly by two or more authorities within the same region.  It is expected that they will take around 2 years to prepare. 
	What is a Local Development Plan Lite? 
	8.2  The SDP will set out the strategic framework for the region and will include the spatial strategy and scale and location of housing and employment growth for each of the LPAs, and other land uses, as appropriate.  As this information is already set out in the SDP, there is no need for the spatial strategy and scale and location of housing and employment 
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	growth, for example, to be reassessed again during the preparation of LDPLs.  
	Figure
	This is why it is important for you to engage fully in the SDP process as the SDP will directly impact on the content of the LDPL. 
	8.3  The LDPL will be a simpler, shorter and more focussed development plan covering a minimum ten year period. The plan will identify smaller and more localised allocations in your authority area that will be set within the framework of the SDP.  The LDPL will also contain a number of policies used in the determination of local planning applications. 
	What are the main stages in the LDPL process and how can I get involved? 
	8.4  The LDPL process is very similar to the LDP preparation process set out in Chapter 9 of this guide.  However, there is one key difference: 
	There will be  during the LDPL preparation process so 
	no Preferred Strategy consultation

	you will need to make your views known on key issues affecting your community as part of 
	the SDP process.  The Preferred Strategy will be set as part of the SDP process. 
	Diagram 5: Key Stages in the LDPL Process 
	Figure
	8.5  The remaining plan preparation stages in the LDPL process will duplicate the LDP process as set out in Diagram 6 and will begin with the Deposit plan consultation. 
	9.Local Development Plans(LDPs) 
	Figure
	9.1  With no SDPs or LDPLs currently in place, you may be wondering how planning decisions are currently being determined at the local level?  For well over a decade, it has been a statutory requirement for Local Planning Authorities to prepare and review their Local Development Plans (LDPs), either on an individual basis or jointly by two or more authorities.  It is expected that LDPs are prepared and adopted in around 3 and a half years. 
	What is a Local Development Plan? 
	9.2  At the time of writing this guide, there is almost full LDP coverage across Wales with many authorities working on updating their plans through the preparation of replacement LDPs. 
	Figure
	Until SDPs are adopted, work on replacement LDPs will continue in parallel with work on SDPs.  It is important that you keep up-to-date on plan progress in your area as you may need to engage with both plans at the same time. For example, an SDP may be at Preferred Strategy Stage whilst an LDP may be at a later stage of Deposit or Examination. 
	You may wish to register your interest with the relevant plan-making body when work commences on an SDP (the CJC will be the plan-making body) and / or LDP (the LPA will be the plan-making body) in your area.  By registering an interest, you will be added to a mailing list that will ensure you are kept up-to-date on plan progress and will advise you who to contact if you have any queries or concerns.  When SDPs are adopted, shorter and more focussed LDPLs will be prepared as explained in Section 8. 
	9.3  The LDP sets out an authority’s proposals and land-use policies for the future development of land in its area over a fifteen year period. The LDP will: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Contain a vision, aims and objectives 

	● 
	● 
	A spatial and growth strategy / settlement hierarchy 

	● 
	● 
	Shape and guide development proposals to sustainable locations and to deliver the scale and location of growth required over the plan period for a number of land uses including housing, employment, retail and others

	● 
	● 
	Contain key development management policies that are area, site and topic specific and will include policies on housing, transport, renewable energy, placemaking and design and local infrastructure 

	● 
	● 
	Provide the framework for more detailed Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) and Place Plans 


	What are the Main Stages in the LDP Process and how can I get Involved? 
	9.4  The main stages in the LDP process and when you can get involved is set out in the diagram opposite: 
	Diagram 6: Key Stages in the LDP Process 
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	Figure
	The Delivery Agreement 
	What is this stage? 
	9.5  Each Local Planning Authority (LPA) will prepare a Delivery Agreement (DA) at the start of the plan preparation process.  The DA is made up of two parts: 
	1.  
	1.  
	1.  
	A timetable for SDP preparation 

	2.  
	2.  
	A Community Involvement Scheme (CIS) 


	9.6  The DA is important as it sets out the timetable for plan preparation and identifies who can 
	engage in the process, at what stage and the methods of consultation.  The DA will also explain how responses to consultations on the plan will be considered and the feedback you will receive and how this can be accessed. 
	How can I engage? 
	9.7  It is important that you familiarise yourself with the DA and keep up-to-date with any amendments. You may wish to register your interest with the LPA so that you can be added to the consultation database and kept up-to-date on plan progress.  The DA will be made available for inspection by the LPA on its website and at the principal office(s). The types of engagement methods used will be for the LPA to determine. Generally, this will include things such as public 
	forums, local meetings and exhibitions, drop in sessions, focus groups, newsletters, leaflets and 
	posters and web based engagement methods (Facebook, Twitter). 
	Preferred Strategy Consultation 
	What is this stage? 
	9.8  The Preferred Strategy and supporting evidence, which includes the initial SA/SEA and HRA (where relevant), will be available for public consultation for a minimum of 6 weeks. 
	9.9  The Preferred Strategy should set out the: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Current issues, vision and objectives 

	● 
	● 
	Preferred population, housing and job growth 

	● 
	● 
	Strategic growth options 


	● Broad spatial strategy 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Key sites and/or areas for development (where appropriate) 

	● 
	● 
	Local land-use and topic based policies 

	● 
	● 
	The Preferred Strategy will be supported by a number of evidence base documents including the sites / areas put forward for development in the Candidate Sites Register 


	How can I engage? 
	This is an important stage for you and your community.  This will be your opportunity to put forward your views to the LPA and influence the plan they produce early in the process.  It is important that you submit any comments within the consultation deadline set by the LPA. 
	9.10  As part of the consultation, you will be able to comment on the Preferred Strategy and supporting evidence.  Full details of the consultation will be published in a Statement of Pre-Deposit Matters. This will be available to view in hard copy at the LPAs principal office(s) and at 
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	other locations specified in the DA and on the LPA‘s website. 
	Figure
	9.11  If you submit a response to the Preferred Strategy consultation this will be included in the LPAs Initial Consultation Report.  The report will include the main issues raised as part of the 
	consultation and how they will influence the plan moving forward.  The report will be made 
	publically available as soon as possible after the Preferred Strategy consultation ends. 
	The Deposit Plan Consultation 
	What is this stage? 
	9.12  The Deposit plan is a full draft of the LDP and is the plan considered ‘sound’ by the LPA and able to be adopted. The plan and its supporting evidence, which includes the full SA/SEA and HRA will be available for public consultation for a minimum of 6 weeks. 
	9.13  The Deposit plan should set out the: 
	● Issues, vision and objectives 
	● Final spatial strategy 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	The scale of population, housing and job growth 

	● 
	● 
	Local sites and allocations 

	● 
	● 
	Local policies for a range of topic areas including housing, employment, retail, transport, environmental designations, energy, minerals and waste 

	● 
	● 
	Monitoring framework 

	● 
	● 
	Proposals map 

	● 
	● 
	The Deposit plan will be supported by a number of evidence base documents including 


	a full assessment and justification of sites / areas put forward for development in the 
	Candidate Sites Register 
	How can I engage? 
	9.14  During the consultation, you will be able to comment on the Deposit plan and supporting evidence.  Full details of the consultation will be published in a Statement of Deposit Matters. The statement will be available to view at the LPAs principal office(s) and on its website. 
	9.15  The plan and its supporting evidence will also be available to view at the LPAs principal 
	office(s) and on its website.  Other copies may be available at locations set out in the DA. 
	9.16  If you wish to submit comments to the LPA on the Deposit plan then your comments must be submitted within the consultation deadline to be considered ‘duly made’.  These comments are called representations and a standard form will be available from the LPA to assist with any representations you wish to make.  All ‘duly made’ representations to the Deposit plan will be considered by the LPA in an update to the Consultation Report from the Preferred Strategy stage. A duly made representation is one submi
	9.17  A copy of all representations will be available to view at the same Preferred Strategy locations and on the LPAs website.  Following the Deposit consultation, any changes made to the plan is a matter for the independent Inspector to consider when the plan is tested at examination. 
	Figure
	Public Examination 
	What is this stage? 
	9.18  Once the formal consultations are over, the plan and its supporting evidence will be submitted for public examination.  An Inspector(s) will be appointed on behalf of Welsh Ministers to carry out an independent examination into the plan.  The examination will assess if the plan preparation requirements have been met and if the LDP meets the three tests of ‘soundness’ set out in Chapter 6 the Development Plans Manual. 
	9.19  The examination will consist of oral hearing sessions which is a round-table public discussion on the matters and issues identified by the Inspector(s) from their reading of the 
	submission documents and your representations.  The examination will ensure that the plan is based on ‘sound’ information and thinking and that all concerns have been considered. 
	How can I engage? 
	9.20  When the LDP is submitted for public examination this will be publicised by the LPA. The submission documents will be sent to the Inspector(s) and this will include the updated Consultation Report and any representations you made to the Deposit plan.  The submission documents will be available to view at the LPAs principal office(s) and on its website.  Other copies may be available at locations set out in the DA. 
	9.21  Based on the Inspector(s) reading of the submitted evidence and representations, the Inspector(s) will decide what issues will be discussed at the examination and how they will be heard.  The examination hearing sessions can last around several weeks or more.  Further information on the submission of the plan and examination procedure is available to by Planning Environment Decisions Wales (PEDW). 
	view here 
	view here 


	9.22  At least six weeks before the examination begins you will be contacted by the examination‘s Programme Officer and asked if you wish to participate.  You may only participate if you submitted a ‘duly made’ representation to the Deposit plan consultation.  If you decide to participate in a hearing session(s), you can chose whether to rely on a written statement in response to the Inspector(s) questions and / or discuss the issues orally at the hearing sessions. Both methods carry equal weight.  It is im
	9.23  The examination website will contain all the information you need on the examination. It is important that you keep up-to-date on the examination process to monitor progress and the latest updates. 
	Inspectors Report and adoption 
	What is this stage? 
	9.24  At the end of the examination hearing sessions, the Inspector(s) will prepare a report on the ‘soundness’ of the submitted plan.  The report will include any changes to the LDP and the reason for these changes.  The findings in the Inspectors Report will be binding on the LPA who must make the changes recommended.  The LPA will hold a vote to accept the changes and adopt the LDP within 8 weeks of receiving the Inspectors Report. 
	How can I engage? 
	9.25  The Inspectors Report will be available for you to view on the LPAs website and at locations specified in the DA.  The LPA will also publicise the adoption of the LDP in an adoption 
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	statement, which will clearly set out the date the plan was adopted. Copies of the adopted LDP, the adoption statement and the SA Report will be available to view at the Deposit plan locations and on the LPAs website. 
	9.26  If you feel dissatisfied by the plan process, you have six weeks from the date of adoption to make a legal challenge to the High Court.  Any legal challenge must be on the plan procedure and not the content of the plan. The LDP will take effect on the day it is adopted 
	and will form part of the development plan for the area and will be used to determine planning applications in the Local Planning Authority. 
	Monitoring and Review 
	What is this stage? 
	9.27  Once the LDP is adopted, the LPA will use the plans monitoring framework and begin 
	to observe the effects of the plan in meeting its objectives.  All of the monitoring information is 
	contained within the LPAs Annual Monitoring Report (AMR). AMRs must be published by 31st October each year following the plans adoption and should also be submitted to the Welsh Government. 
	9.28  The AMR will assess the: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Delivery of the plans strategy 

	● 
	● 
	Implementation of local policies 

	● 
	● 
	Development of local allocations 

	● 
	● 
	Infrastructure delivery 

	● 
	● 
	Any further actions, if necessary 


	9.29  The LDP must be reviewed by the LPA at least every four years from the date the plan was adopted. This review can take place sooner and will depend on lots of things including the findings in the AMR.  After a review of the plan has been triggered, the LPA will prepare a Review Report (RR).  The report will set out what is working well and the issues that will need to be addressed when a new LDP is prepared. 
	How can I engage? 
	9.30  Key groups affected by the LDP may be invited to comment on recent changes in the area 
	recorded as part of the AMR and RR.  Keeping up-to-date with both of these documents will help you understand what is working well or not and what the LPA will be doing to address any issues.  When the LPA has published its RR and submitted this to the Welsh Government, then a new DA will be prepared usually within 6 months.  When the DA has been agreed the plan preparation process starts again for a new replacement LDP. 
	10. SupplementaryPlanning Guidance(SPG) and Place Plans 
	Figure
	Supplementary Planning Guidance 
	10.1  Only the policies in an adopted development plan can be used to determine planning applications.  However, Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) can also be taken into account as a Material Consideration provided it is linked to and consistent with the policies in the adopted development plan.  SPG does not form part of the development plan and is not subject to examination. 
	10.2  SPG is prepared by LPAs to provide guidance and detail for the submission of planning applications and supports a number of topic based polices in the adopted development plan including policies on design, heritage, conservation and renewable energy.  SPG can provide additional detail on the type of development expected in an area allocated in the development plan and could take the form of a development brief or more detailed masterplan. 
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	Figure
	Place Plans 
	10.3  You may have heard of Place Plans or have an adopted Place Plan already in your community.  If not, a Place Plan is all about delivering local outcomes and is prepared by the community for use by the community. 
	10.4  Place Plans as SPGs can provide important local detail/context and guidance on a range of 
	topic areas/sites affecting communities. It is important to engage and provide comments to the 
	plan making authority when they consult on draft SPG and make your views known. 
	Like SPG, Place Plans do not form part of the development plan and must work within the planning framework set by the adopted development plan.  This means that Place Plans should be in conformity with an LDP or future SDP or LDPL and will add detail to what already exists in these plans. 
	What is the purpose of a Place Plan? 
	10.5  Place Plans can focus on a Town or Community Council area, a single village or group of villages or individual development sites. 
	10.6  The purpose of a Place Plan is to: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Gather evidence about your area to understand what issues the area is facing 

	● 
	● 
	For local Town or Community Councils, businesses and communities to work together with the Local Planning Authority to help plan for the future of the area or development site 

	● 
	● 
	Agree how you want your area or site to be in the future and work towards this through an action plan or policies that will be used to help determine future planning application 


	What are the benefits of having a Place Plan? 
	10.7  There are many benefits to all parties involved in the process and some of the key 
	advantages of having a Place Plan for your community is: 
	● To help secure or distribute funding for projects identified in the Place Plan or collected 
	through planning obligations 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	To help determine future planning applications and engage with developers 

	● 
	● 
	To build knowledge of the planning process and provide more engagement from the community during the development plan process   

	● 
	● 
	Enhance working relationships between all community groups and the Local Planning Authority

	● 
	● 
	Improve community well-being and the vitality of the area for the benefit of local 


	residents 
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	How do I go about starting work on a Place Plan? 
	10.8  Before you start work on preparing a Place Plan, it is important that you have an understanding of the process as well as the resources required and how long this may take.  It is advised that you begin by contacting the Planning Team in your Local Planning Authority and read the Place Plans guidance published by PAW on their website . 
	here
	here


	Once the Place Plan has been drafted and agreed by everyone involved in the process, it should be adopted by the Local Planning Authority as SPG to be used in the determination of local planning applications. 
	11. The role of elected members in the planning process 
	11.1  Elected members have a key role in supporting their communities to engage with the 
	planning process. Members can help residents and organisations influence the future of 
	their communities by encouraging them to express their views in the plan making process. Councillors have a vital role in facilitating engagement with their communities in the production of development plans. 
	11.2  Elected members must make decisions in the wider public interest, and be seen to do so.  In exercising their duties, they should take care to be seen as acting fairly and objectively. They must also avoid treating an individual or area more favourably than another.  Failure to do so is a breach of the relevant authority‘s Code of Conduct. This can result in disciplinary action against a Member by the Authority, and can be grounds for complaint to the Ombudsman. Community and town councillors who atten
	11.3  The Code does not preclude community or town councillors from considering the views of their constituents, and subsequently bringing these to the attention of the LPA. What is necessary is to avoid prejudging the planning matter, or making a statement that could be seen to prejudge the matter, prior to full consideration of the issues. Interested parties should speak to your local elected member(s) to understand more where necessary. 
	Useful links 
	11.4  The following resources provide more information on the role of the elected member in the planning process: 
	Planning Handbook: a Guide for Local Authority Members, published by the Welsh Local Government Association: 
	https://www.wlga.wales/planning-handbook-a-guide-for-local
	https://www.wlga.wales/planning-handbook-a-guide-for-local
	-

	authority-members 


	The Good Councillor’s Guide: For Community and Town Councillors, available via One Voice Wales: 
	http://www.onevoicewales.org.uk/OVWWeb/UserFiles/Files/Good%20Practice%20 
	http://www.onevoicewales.org.uk/OVWWeb/UserFiles/Files/Good%20Practice%20 
	General/Good%20Councillors%20Guide%202017.PDF 


	12. Contacts & Further Information 
	Welsh Government (WG) 
	Development Plans Branch, Cathays Park, Cardiff CF10 3NQ 
	Phone (switchboard): 0300 0604400 Website: E-mail: 
	https://gov.wales/development-plans 
	https://gov.wales/development-plans 

	customerhelp@gov.wales 
	customerhelp@gov.wales 


	Planning Environment Decisions Wales (PEDW) 
	Cathays Park, Cardiff CF10 3NQ 
	Phone (switchboard): 0300 0604400 Website: E-mail: 
	https://gov.wales/planning-and-environment-decisions-wales 
	https://gov.wales/planning-and-environment-decisions-wales 

	customerhelp@gov.wales 
	customerhelp@gov.wales 


	Find your Local Planning Authority 
	The planning portal offer a useful service to find your Local Planning Authority using a town name or postcode search. You can access this service online here: 
	https://www.planningportal.co.uk/find-your-local-planning-authority 
	https://www.planningportal.co.uk/find-your-local-planning-authority 
	https://www.planningportal.co.uk/find-your-local-planning-authority 


	Planning Aid Wales (PAW) 
	12 Cathedral Road, Cardiff CF11 9LJ 
	Phone: 02920 625 004 Website: 
	https://planningaidwales.org.uk/ 
	https://planningaidwales.org.uk/ 


	Placemaking Charter 
	For more information about Placemaking and the Placemaking charter, visit the Design Commission for Wales website at: 
	https://dcfw.org/placemaking/placemaking-charter/ 
	https://dcfw.org/placemaking/placemaking-charter/ 


	Place Plans 
	For guidance on the preparation of Place Plans, visit 
	www.placeplans.org.uk 
	www.placeplans.org.uk 


	Bite-size: Planning and Placemaking 
	Guidance produced by the Future Generation Commissioner‘s Office: 
	futuregenerations.wales/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Planning-bite-sized-TCs-andconsultants-eng.pdf 
	https://www. 
	-
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	13.Glossary 
	Adoption / adopted 
	Adoption / adopted 
	Adoption / adopted 
	The point at which the LDP/SDP is completed and becomes relevant to all decisions on planning applications. Adoption occurs after either the LPA or CJC (whichever is relevant) formally votes by resolution to adopt the plan following receipt of a positive Inspector‘s report. 

	Binding 
	Binding 
	The Local Planning Authority and / or Corporate Joint Committee must make the changes set out in the Inspectors Report. 

	Corporate Joint Committees (CJCs) 
	Corporate Joint Committees (CJCs) 
	Is made up of the Leaders from each of the councils in the four regions.  The CJC will be the decision making body with responsibility for the content of an SDP. 

	Community / Public engagement 
	Community / Public engagement 
	In the context of development plan preparation, community engagement refers to an activity or set of activities that seek the views of local people as a plan is being developed. Early engagement in the development plan process is beneficial for all parties. 

	Development management Policies 
	Development management Policies 
	Sets local standards and criteria against which planning applications for the development and use of land and buildings will be assessed. 

	Development brief 
	Development brief 
	Prepared in advance of a planning application being submitted and is often used on large and complex sites.  A development brief contains information on the site and the kind of place that will be created. 

	Duly made 
	Duly made 
	A duly made representation is one submitted within the required timescales and relates directly to policies and proposals contained within the development plan subject to consultation. 

	Evidence base 
	Evidence base 
	A collection of studies, technical reports, assessments and other data that justify the policy decisions taken in a plan. 

	Green Infrastructure 
	Green Infrastructure 
	A network of multi-functional green spaces and features in urban and rural areas that deliver quality of life and environmental benefits for communities. 

	Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) 
	Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) 
	Are responsible for delivering planning functions and services in a Local Authority area, including in National Park Authority areas. 

	Masterplan 
	Masterplan 
	Is a planning document for the development of a site and provides information on the layout in order to guide future growth and development.  The master planning process is all about making connections between buildings, social settings and surrounding environment. 
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	Material Consideration 
	Material Consideration 
	Material Consideration 
	A matter that can be taken into account in deciding a planning application or an appeal against a planning decision. 

	Placemaking 
	Placemaking 
	A rounded approach to the planning and design of development and spaces with a focus on positive outcomes. Further information on the placemaking approach in the planning system is contained in Planning Policy Wales (PPW). 

	Plan period Planning obligations Programme Officer Primary & Secondary Legislation Region / regional Sound / Soundness Spatial strategy Sustainable / sustainable development / sustainable development duty 
	Plan period Planning obligations Programme Officer Primary & Secondary Legislation Region / regional Sound / Soundness Spatial strategy Sustainable / sustainable development / sustainable development duty 
	The time period over which a plan applies, specified in the title of the plan. Is a legal obligation (S106) entered into to mitigate the impacts of a development proposal. A person who works on behalf of the Planning Inspector to coordinate the day-to-day arrangements of an examination. Primary Legislation describes laws passed by the legislative bodies in the UK (e.g. The Houses of Parliament & The Senedd) whereas Secondary Legislation refers to laws passed by Government ministers in the form of statutory 
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	Thank you 
	The Welsh Government and Planning Aid Wales would like to acknowledge and thank the following organisations for their time and input into helping us prepare this Community Guide: 
	● 
	● 
	● 
	Brecon Beacons National Park Authority 

	● 
	● 
	Cardiff Council 

	● 
	● 
	Conwy County Borough Council 

	● 
	● 
	Future Generations Commissioner 

	● 
	● 
	Iaith Cymru 

	● 
	● 
	Older People’s Commissioner  

	● 
	● 
	One Voice Wales 

	● 
	● 
	Planning Environment Decisions Wales  (PEDW) 

	● 
	● 
	Race Council Cymru 

	● 
	● 
	Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI) 

	● 
	● 
	Swansea Council 





